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Question - 1:
List a few coaching tips to stay skillful at the top of the heap?

Ans:
These coaching assignments will help an executive avoid some of the pitfalls of the CEO job. They are simple, easy and will not take much time. They will help a CEO stay connected with workers, keep himself/herself humble and increase his/her learning while becoming more successful. The suggestions strive to be quick and easy to do, while still producing real results:
* Make space to practice these assignments
* Staying connected with the little people
* Staying humble
* Learning well
* Raise the bar

Question - 2:
What is the other effective way to measure success of CEO?

Ans:
The CEO's success at team-building can often be measured through the team. Teams usually know when they are effective. They can also rate their team using assessments that measure specific behaviors.
Example:
"I can trust my teammates." "My teammates deliver their part of the project on time." "Every member knows what is expected of them." Regular team self-assessments can help the CEO track the team's progress and hone his/her abilities to keep the team running smoothly.

Question - 3:
Tell me how can a CEO become arrogant by externalizing blame?

Ans:
Having no day to day accountability for his/her actions can also turn a CEO sour. When things go wrong, she can blame everyone around his/her without facing his/her own shortcomings. My employees just do not get it, proclaims the CEO, never thinking for a moment that she is the one who hired them. Did they hire incompetents? Or have they failed to communicate goals consistently and clearly? Market conditions have changed. They declare. A nice excuse but is not it the CEO's job to anticipate the market and position the company for success under a variety of scenarios? Without someone to keep his/her honest, he/she can gradually absolve himself/herself of all responsibility.

Question - 4:
What makes you excited about Mondays as a CEO?

Ans:
Mondays can be a struggle for most professionals. However, when you love your job, Mondays can be positive. 66 percent of employers seek candidates who are self-motivated and 72 percent want to hire candidates with a positive attitude.
This is your opportunity to share why you are passionate about your career. Talk about what motivates you most in your career and how you will use that passion as inspiration during the work week.

Question - 5:
Tell me why do you want to work in this industry as a CEO?

Ans:
Share a story about the time when you first became interested in your career. It could be a story about your first internship or an experience that attracted you to this type of work. When you tell your story, be sure to highlight experiences that relate to the job for which you are interviewing.
Question - 6:
How would you spend time learning about the fundamentals of a CEO's job?

Ans:
* Setting strategy:
The strategy and vision for the company determine where everyone will focus their efforts. Find a vision and strategy and use it to align your entire company.
* Creating the corporate culture:
Your culture will determine what people do and do not try, who will stay, who will leave and how business will get done. Culture starts with you. Decide how you want people to act and start modeling the behavior publicly.
* Capital allocation:
Every dollar you raise and spend should produce more than $1 of return for the company or it is a waste of money. Learn how to make these judgments.
* Hiring and Firing:
* The job of executives is primarily team and culture building. Hiring and firing are must-have skills. Read, take classes and review past hiring successes and mistakes. Do whatever you can to hone your abilities.

Question - 7:
Tell me what do you value most about our culture and vision as a CEO?

Ans:
Employers ask this question because they want to know if a candidate understands what their company is trying to accomplish. Employers already know you are going to research the company. Therefore, by asking this question, you are able to explain what you truly think about the company.
Focus your answer on what you have learned about the mission and values of the organization. You should also incorporate your personal values into your answer and how they will help you bring success to the organization.

Question - 8:
Tell me how would your Director from your last job describe you as a CEO?

Ans:
This can be a tricky question, especially if you left your job on a negative note. However, employers ask this question to learn about your personality. This is a good opportunity to talk about your work ethic and how your personality fit into your previous position. If you had a negative experience at your last job, share what you learned from the position and how you turned it into a positive experience.

Question - 9:
Could you tell me about a project that forced you to be innovative and creative as a CEO?

Ans:
According to a survey, 21 percent of employers want to hire candidates with strong creative thinking. Chances are interviewers will ask candidates how they can push the envelope in their positions once hired.
Talk about a project where you were forced to think outside of the box and utilize your resourcefulness. This helps interviewers understand your willingness to take risks and try new things.

Question - 10:
Could you please tell me about an accomplishment that shaped your career as a CEO?

Ans:
Employers love hearing about accomplishment stories. Not only do they illustrate how you are qualified for the position but they also show what makes you unique as a candidate. Share an accomplishment story from past experience that is applicable to the position for which you are applying.

Question - 11:
Tell me what do you hope to accomplish within the next year as a CEO?

Ans:
Tell the employer about your vision as an employee for their company. The interviewer already knows you are qualified for the position, now you need to explain how you will help their company reach the next level. Talk about a combination of your skills and strengths that will bring you success as an employee. You should also reference previous accomplishment stories that would support your vision for this job.

Question - 12:
What do you think how long will it take you to make a meaningful contribution to this firm as a CEO?

Ans:
A CEO is hired to run the company and lead it into the future. Practically speaking, the game plan for the CEO will determine and direct the game plan for all other employees. Investigate the company before you attend the interview. Try to discern any gaps or problems and offer them as possibilities to the interviewer. Suggest time frames for improvement assuming normal parameters, which you will specify as well.
Question - 13:
Tell me how long would you stay with us as a CEO?

Ans:
The amount of time that an employee stays with an employer depends on various factors, and of course works both ways.
Example:
An employee remains with the only till he or she is confident and satisfied with their growth and an employer wishes the employee to stay with them as long as they are sure that the employer is productive and profitable.
The only answer, therefore, to this question is that you are looking for a long and productive career with the company. You would also have to reiterate that you have chosen to work with the company for various reasons such as reputation, quality that the company represents in the market as well as the future that the company aims toward.
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Question - 14:
Do you think you are over qualified or too experienced for this position of CEO?

Ans:
The best approach is to speak about your wish to have a long and mutually satisfying working experience with the company. Point out how your qualifications and experience can create new vistas for the company. Also, observe that a company with a vast business would always want well qualified and strong staff, in a bid to increase their market presence. And it all hinges on the CEO. That is not the place for economizing.
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Question - 15:
Tell me how successful have you been so far as a CEO?

Ans:
Exuding confidence and presenting a positive/realistic picture of your success stories are your best responses. You may state that you are satisfied with your career and the way it has been progressed according to your plans. Avoid arrogance, give credit you superiors and other role-models you have learnt from.
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Question - 16:
Tell me about the most important enticement that would attract you to join a company as a CEO?

Ans:
Since you will be leading employees, yet are an employee yourself, this is a good time to emphasize the importance of employee retention. You will be setting up the structure of the firm in such a way that employees feel appreciated and retention rate is high. Of course, this will apply to you as well. Suggesting better pay, vacations and other spiffs may not reflect well on you, so mention them only with caution if at all. Politely weave into the conversation your desire to work for a company that is forward looking, substantially growing as well as committed towards offering their employees a better place to work in and their product partners a better product to offer.
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Question - 17:
Why would you hold yourself to higher standards next year than you did this year to raise the bar as a CEO?

Ans:
Challenge yourself to learn to get more done with fewer hours and fewer resources while creating a more balanced life for yourself. These are just a few of the things you can do to increase your chances for success as a senior executive. I also believe in working with a coach to identify and overcome blocks in your performance. Success can be had with many different skill sets. The more you learn about yourself and your capabilities, the better you will be able to shape a job that works for you. The more you learn about the capabilities of those around you, the better you will be able to build teams that produce spectacular results.
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Question - 18:
How would you raise the bar as a CEO?

Ans:
To raise the bar hold yourself to higher standards next year than you did this year.
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Question - 19:
How would you study excellent CEOs for learning well as a CEO?

Ans:
Call a CEO you admire and invite them to lunch. Exchange tips and adopt tactics that others have found useful. Read books like first, break all the rules, which are broad based studies of habits of top-performers. Adopt at least one new habit a month.
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Question - 20:
How would you create systems for gathering feedback for learning well as a CEO?

Ans:
Interview customers, competitors, analysts and others in your industry to know how your company and products are perceived. Make sure you are gathering feedback that will not confirm your beliefs about the world, as much as confirms it.
Example:
If you think you are number 1 in your market, do not just ask customers why they like your products. Ask what other products they use and how your products fall short.
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Question - 21:
How would you be learning well as a CEO?

Ans:
3 steps for learning well as a CEO:
  * Study excellent CEOs
  * Create systems for gathering feedback
  * Spend time learning about the fundamentals of a CEO’s job
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Question - 22:
How would you identify your limits to stay humble with workers as a CEO?

Ans:
Ask, can someone else in the world do my job better than I am currently doing it? If the answer is yes, seek out that person and ask for their guidance in getting better. If the answer is No, validate that answer by asking your advisors, competitors, suppliers, customers and employees. Many companies have crashed and burn because they believe they were the best for no good reason but pride and ego.
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Question - 23:
Why would you videotape yourself receiving bad news as a CEO?

Ans:
Watch the videotape and decide whether or not you would want to work for that person. If the answer is no, learn to chill when you hear bad news.
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Question - 24:
How would you ask your direct reports, your board of directors for feedback a couple of times a year as a CEO?

Ans:
You can use a 360 degree feedback process or simply ask in an e-mail. It is a lot easier to hear feedback on your performance if you have explicitly asked for it.
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Question - 25:
How would you create measurable performance criteria for your executive team, including yourself to stay humble with workers as a CEO?

Ans:
Make sure people within the organization know your goals and know what you can be counted on to do. Hold yourselves accountable. If you do not meet your goals, withhold your bonus, take no raise and treat yourself exactly as you would treat an employee who missed their targets. It sends a powerful message to the company that you are serious about performance.
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Question - 26:
How would you get that it is all your responsibility to stay humble with workers as a CEO?

Ans:
When things do not go the way you want, take responsibility whether or not it is your fault. The mindset of responsibility will put you in a much more powerful place than the mindset of blame. Regularly review circumstances asking, What could I do differently (or stop doing) to make a positive difference? Identify the action and then take it. You will be surprised how much more power you have over externalities, operating from responsibility rather than blame.
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Question - 27:
How would you gather honest advisors to hold you accountable for your behavior to stay humble with workers as a CEO?

Ans:
Sometimes a board of directors will give honest feedback but they are removed from your day to day behavior. Actively solicit feedback from third parties, friends, peers, associates. Share your issues and how you are handling them and ask for an honest assessment. Everyone in a company is accountable to someone for their behavior, except the CEO. Make yourself accountable as best you can.
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Question - 28:
Why would you stay humble with the workers to stay skillful as a CEO?

Ans:
* Acknowledge.
* Get that it is all your responsibility.
* Gather honest advisors to hold you accountable for your behavior.
* Identify your limits.
* Create measurable performance criteria for your executive team, including yourself.
* Ask your direct reports, your board of directors and anyone else you work with for feedback a couple of times a year.
* Videotape yourself receiving bad news.

**Question - 29:**
How would you acknowledge often to stay humble with workers as a CEO?

**Ans:**
Without your employees, your dreams and plans would not amount to much. Take every available opportunity to acknowledge the contribution of those around you and give them credit, especially in public. Feedback is rare in most companies and positive feedback is rarest of all.

**Question - 30:**
Why would you share your vision and job with the little people to stay connected with them as a CEO?

**Ans:**
Pretend that your job is to make this person a success. Ask them how their job fits into the work the company does. If they do not know, take on the responsibility of helping them understand how their job links to the vision. Clarify any confusion they may have about where the company is going and ask them what you can do to help them succeed at doing their best. Then do it.

**Question - 31:**
Why would you listen with an open mind and learn to get connected to the little people as a CEO?

**Ans:**
Learn about their job. Ask what works for them and what does not. Above all, listen to their comments without judgment. Your goal is to connect with their experience of the world, not impose your own. Learn about their life. Find out what motivates them. Why did they come work for you instead of somewhere else? Simply by spending a few minutes understanding their life, you can greatly increase your appreciation of how they are different and similar.

**Question - 32:**
How would you cultivate an attitude of respect or your respect for them to stay connected to little people as a CEO?

**Ans:**
The little people are the ones turning your vision into reality. Meditate on this for a few minutes and ask yourself whether you can their jobs as well as they can. If you can, then you are not hiring the right people, go change that. Otherwise, once a day, go talk to one of your low level employees someone more capable than you in their area of expertise and learn from them. Choose a different person each day. Get as close to the front line workers as possible.

**Question - 33:**
How would you stay connected with the little people to stay skilled as a CEO?

**Ans:**
Here are a few ways to stay connected with little people:
* Cultivate an attitude of respect, your respect for them
* Cultivate an attitude of respect, your respect for them
* Share your vision and job with them, from a position of service

**Question - 34:**
How would you make space to practice your assignments to stay skillful as a CEO?

**Ans:**
Set aside 5 to 10 minutes, daily, to developing as a leader and human being. This will be the time you think about the below topics and set your mind for the day. Schedule the time if necessary. Just make sure that you do what is right for your growth. Pace yourself. Life is long. Adopt these suggestions one or two at a time, and practice until you make them your own. Then move on. Forcing will not help, this is about developing at your own natural rhythm. Do one assignment for a few weeks, then move on to another. Keep the ones that work for you and drop those that do not.

**Question - 35:**
Tell me why do CEOs stop learning well?

**Ans:**
Of course, once infallible, there is no more to learn and a CEO may quietly stop learning. Without daily oversight and high quality feedback on how he/she does his/her job, he/she can mistakenly believe his/her actions lead to success. In reality, he/she may be doing the wrong thing but his/her staff may be working around the clock to cover for him/her.

**Question - 36:**
Why do CEOs believe in a title can lead to overconfidence?

Ans:
Arrogance also threatens a CEO. Because I am CEO, I must know the business better than anyone else. It has been said but it just is not true. No CEO can be an expert in all functional areas. A CEO who is doing his/her job is spending time with the big picture. If he/she knows the details better than his/her employees he/she is either hiring the wrong people or spending his/her time at the wrong levels of the organization. It is appropriate for a CEO to manage operations if absolutely necessary, but he/she should quickly hire good operational managers and return to leading the whole business.

If he/she also comes to believe that the CEO title grants infallibility, watch out. Even the pope is only infallible a couple of times each century. But CEOs can reinforce their delusions of grandeur by giving themselves higher salaries (surely he/she deserves it!). After all, salary benchmarks show how underpaid he/she is) and more perks. Then when layoffs come, the CEO wants applause for having the moral strength to make “hard choices,” quietly overlooking how his/her own poor decision making led to the need for layoffs.
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Question - 37: Why is it Easy to measure a CEO's capital allocation skill?

Ans:
It is easiest to measure a CEO's capital allocation skill. In fact, financial measures are the ones made public, earnings and share price. But how can a CEO link those to his/her actual decisions? Working with his/her CFO, a CEO can devise financial measures appropriate to his/her business. Sometimes traditional measures are most appropriate, such as economic value added or return on assets (for a capital-intensive company). Other times, the CEO may want to invent business-specific measures, such as return on training dollars, for a company which values state of the art training for employees. By monitoring several such measures, a CEO learns to link his/her budget decisions with company outcomes. Ultimately, the CEO's should be creating more than a dollar of value for every dollar invested in the company. Otherwise, his/her best bet is to return cash to the shareholders for them to invest in more productive vehicles.
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Question - 38: Tell me how would a CEO know he/she is doing the vision thing?

Ans:
It is hard. Having vision is not enough that just takes a handful of mushrooms and a vision quest. Communicating the vision is the key. When people get it, they know how their daily job supports the vision. If they can not link their job to the vision, that tells a CEO that his/her communication is faulty or he/she has not helped his/her managers turn the vision into actual tasks. Either way, a CEO can monitor his/her success as a visionary by questioning and listening for employees to link their jobs with the company vision.
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Question - 39: Tell me how can success be measured of a CEO?

Ans:
Unlike inconvenient lower-level jobs, no one tells the CEO how they are doing. Do managers let their know they are undermining their authority, making poor decisions or communicating poorly? Not likely. Even when a CEO asks for honest feedback, the fear is there. Non-flattering feedback may stall a promising career. Even when a company uses 360 degree feedback, no one penalizes the CEO if they do not act on the feedback. The board of directors supposedly oversees the CEO but they are far removed from day to day actions. Over time, they can evaluate performance but they look mainly at share price and company strategy. They are rarely interested in the CEO's daily behavior.

By measuring their performance based on their duties, a CEO can learn to do their job better. The CEO's job is setting strategy and vision, building culture, leading the senior team and allocating capital. The last of these is easy to measure. The first three are more of a challenge.
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Question - 40: What is the fourth main duty of CEO?

Ans:
Capital allocation is the CEO's fourth main duty. The CEO sets budgets within the firm. They fund projects which support the strategy and ramps down projects which lose money or do not support the strategy. They consider carefully the company's major expenditures and manages the firm's capital. If the company can not use each dollar raised from investors to produce at least $1 of shareholder value, they decide when to return money to the investors. Sometimes CEOs do not consider themselves financial people but at the end of the day, it is their decisions that determine the company's financial fate.
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Question - 41: How would a CEO convey values?

Ans:
If vision is where the company is going, values outline acceptable behavior. The CEO conveys values through actions and reactions to others. Slipping a ship schedule to meet quality levels sends a message of valuing quality. Not over celebrating a team's heroic recovery when they could have avoided a problem altogether sends a message about prevention versus damage control. People take their cues about interpersonal values trust, honesty, openness from CEO's actions as well.
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Question - 42: Tell me about the team building duty of CEO?

Ans:
Team-building is the CEO's third duty. The CEO hires, fires and leads the senior management team. They in turn hire, fire and lead the rest of the organization. The CEO must be able to hire and fire non-performers. They must resolve differences between senior team members and keep them working together in a common direction. They set direction by communicating the strategy and vision of where the company is going. Strategy sets a direction. With clear direction, the team can
Chief executive officer (CEO) Interview Questions And Answers

rally together and make it happen.

**Question - 43:**
Give an example of building a culture by CEO?

**Ans:**
Example:
A project team worked weekends launching a multimedia web site on a tight deadline. Their CEO was on holiday when the site launched. They did not call to congratulate the team. To their, it was a matter of keeping their personal life sacred. To the team, it was a message that their personal life was more important than the weekends and evenings they had put in to meet the deadline. Next time, they may not work quite so hard. The emotion and effect on the culture was real, even if it was not what the CEO intended. Congratulations from the CEO on a job well done can motivate a team like nothing else. Silence can demotivate just as quickly.

**Question - 44:**
How would a CEO build the culture?

**Ans:**
Culture is built in dozens of ways and the CEO sets the tone. Their every action or inaction send cultural messages. Clothes send signals about how formal the workplace is. Who they talk to signals who is and is not important. How they treat mistakes (feedback or failure?) send signals about risk taking. Who they fire, what they put up with and what they reward shape the culture powerfully.

**Question - 45:**
Tell me what is the second main duty of CEO?

**Ans:**
The CEO’s second main duty is building culture. Work gets done through people and people are profoundly affected by culture. A lousy place to work can drive away high performers. After all, they have their pick of places to work and a great place to work can attract and retain the very best.

**Question - 46:**
Tell me what is the main duty of CEO?

**Ans:**
Setting strategy and vision is the main duty of a CEO. The senior management team can help develop strategy. Investors can approve a business plan but the CEO ultimately sets the direction. Which markets will the company enter? Against which competitors? With what product lines? How will the company differentiate itself? The CEO decides sets budgets, forms partnerships and hires a team to steer the company accordingly.

**Question - 47:**
What are the duties of CEO?

**Ans:**
The CEO’s duties are what they actually do, the responsibilities they do not delegate. Some things can not be delegated. Creating culture, building the senior management team, financing road shows and indeed, the delegation itself can be done only by the CEO.

**Question - 48:**
What are the responsibilities of CEO?

**Ans:**
Responsibilities of CEO: Everything, especially in a startup. The CEO is responsible for the success or failure of the company. Operations, marketing, strategy, financing, creation of company culture, human resources, hiring, firing, compliance with safety regulations, sales, PR, etc. It all falls on the CEO's shoulders.

**Question - 49:**
Can you describe the job of CEO?

**Ans:**
We all feel a touch of awe when someone has it, the CEO title. The power, the salary and the chance to be the boss. It is worthy of awe.
Too bad so few CEOs are good at what they do. In fact, only 1 in 20 are in the top 5%[1]. Many do not know what their job should be and few of those can pull it off well. The job is simple very simple. But it is not easy at all. What is a CEO's job?
More than with any other job, the responsibilities of a CEO diverge from the duties and the measurement.

**Question - 50:**
Tell me what is CEO?

**Ans:**
CEO stands for Chief Executive Officer. The role of the CEO will vary from one company to another depending on its size and organization. There are various other
titles for the position of CEO including president and executive or managing director.
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